Vector quantization is the process of encoding vector data as an index to a dictionary or codebook of representative vectors. One of the most serious problems for vector quantization is the high computational complexity involved in searching for the closest codeword through the codebook. Entropy-constrained vector quantization (ECVQ) codebook design based on empirical data involves an expensive training phase in which Lagrangian cost measure has to be minimized over the set of codebook vectors. In this paper, we describe a new method allowing significant acceleration in codebook design process. This method has feafure of using a suitable hyperplane to partition the codebook and image data. Experimental results are presented on image block data. These resultb show that our method performs better than previously known methods.
INTRODUCTION
A standard vector quantization (VQ) [I] is an efficient compression technique for which many variants [2] are known. It is defmed as a mapping Q from a k-dimensional Euclidean space R' t o a f~t e s e t Y = b l , y 2 , , . . . , y N ) ofvectorsin Rk calledthe codebook. Each representative vector. yi in the codebook is called a codeword. A complete description of vector quantization process includes three phases: codebook design, encoding and decoding. The objective of codehook design is to construct a codebook Y from a set of training vectors using clustering algorithms like the generalized Lloyd algorithm (GLA) [I] . This codebook is used in both the encoder and the decoder. The encoding phase is equivalent to finding the vector Q(x) = y, E Y minimizing the distortion d(x, y,) defined as the Euclidean distance between the vector x and yi . The decoding phase is simply a table look-up procedure that uses the received index i to deduce the reproduction codsword y, , and then uses y , to represent the input vector x .
Entropy-constrained vector quantization (ECVQ) [3] uses a modified cost measure using both the effective distortion of the signal and the expected length of the transmined code. This length is not always equal to logl N I where N is the codebook size, but it is dependent on the expected probability of the codeword.
The codeword length R ( y 0 of the codeword y, is usually taken as equal to the bound given by the entropy model, i.e. R(y,) = -log2 Pb,) , where the probability P(y,) of the codeword y, is approximated empirically using the training set. We defme the cost function of the codeward y , for encoding the vector x as the Lagrangian function,
where d is the Euclidean distance, and L is a constant called the Lagrange multiplier allowing to control the rate-distortion ratio. Using of this cost measure implies that codewords introducing higher degradation may be chosen because of their short descriptions. The computational cost of finding the best suitable codeword in the codebook design and encoding imposes practical limits on the codebook size N . When N becomes larger, the computational complexity problem for full codebook search occurs. To avoid such an exhaustive search through the codebook, many fast algorithms [4]- [7] 
FAST ALGORITHMS FOR ECVQ

Double Annulus Method
Johnson et al. [SI introduced an excellent method called the double annulus method for ECVQ using fwo annular constraints and tried to search only those codewords lying in their overlapped area. The first annulus is centered at the origin that is the first reference paint. For a given input vector x of distance I 1 x ll from the origin, and the current hest codeword y j with Lagrangian distortion J(x, y,) , any closer codeword y to x than y, in the sense of the Lagrangian cost measure w i d satisfy the following relationships:
I l~j l l + A R (~j ) < I 1 xII + J ( x ,~i )
(2)
""A where I 1 y, /I is the Euclidean distance of y I from the origin, and R ( y I ) is the codeword length of y Thus, by the inequalities in (2) and (3). only the codewards di:ithin the annulus defined by 
and The inequalities in (2), (3), (4) and ( 
Cardinal Method
Cardinal [9] introduced the most acceleration method for GLA on ECVQ using two elimination N s In the first elimination rule, an unit vector Y =(l,l ,..., I)/ J". k , where k is the vector dimensioq on the central line is used as a reference line as shown in Fig. 2 . For a given input vector x and the current best codeword y I with Lapngian distonion J(x, y , ) , any closer codeword y j to x than y, with length R b j ) will satisfy the following inequalities:
The rule in (6) and (7) is very similar to the rule in (2) and (3). While the rule in (2) and (3) uses the length of the vectors, the rule in (6) and (7) uses the projection of the vectors on U . The length of the vector is actually its distance to the origin 0 , but its projection on U may be seen as its parallel cumpnent to U .
From the geomehical.interpretation of this method in Fig. 2 , for any codeword y j satisfying (6) and (7), the hypersphere centered at y l with radius AR(y,) must be fully contained in the region between the two hyperplanes and
In the second elimination rule, the distance between the codeword and its projection point on the central line is used as follows: for a given input vector x with its projection point P, By using the constrains of the rule in (6) and (7) and the rule in (8) and (9), the search region will be reduced to the two dotted squares in Fig. 2 . Every codeword whose sphere is not contained in this region is eliminated. Cardinal method is considered as the generalization of Lee and Chcn method (61 to ECVQ.
HYPERPLANE DECISION METHOD
The search region in Fig. 2 However, if the two search areas that are shown by the two dotted cubes in Fig. 3 are separated, the search area will be reduced to one dotted cube only, and the computation complexity may be reduced to around half. Fig. 3 does not show search areas in 3-dimensional case correctly, but it is used to depict the basic idea of search areas for easily understanding, as the extension of 2-dimensional case in Fig. 2 . We introduced a technique for separating the codebook and searching in one side area according to the input vector feature for Lee and Chen method in [I I] . This method succeed to reduce the time complexity with almost same performance of Lee and Chen method,
The nearest codeword for an input vector belongs to one of two search areas shown in Fig. 3 . If this relation is known before the codeword searching, the search area can be reduced. Although a perfect identification of the search area for all input vectors is difficult, a probable and reasonable separation is possible when decision method in 3-dimensional case. the codebook size is relatively large and wdewords distribution in the signal space is smooth. 
The chosen hyperplane
where h is the normal vector to the hyperplane H . The hyperplane H i s used as a decision function that discriminates to which half-space a given vector x belongs using the following conditions:
-If hx' C O , then x belongs to the lower half-space separated by H -If h x r t 0 , then x belongs to the upper half-space.
H is not adequate for this method to be applied directly to Cardinal method for ECVQ, because the tmining vectors and codewords are densely distributed close to the central line. In this case, the hypersphere centered at the input vector x with radius J ( x , y , ) may cross the central line, then the best codeword searching will fail because of larger possibility for the closest codeword to be in the other half space.
FAST ALGORITHM FOR ECVQ USING HYPERPLANE PARTITIOMNG RULE
We will change the hyperplane H described in the last section to be perpendicular to the central line as shown in Fig. 4 
From the distribution of the training vectors and codewords, only a small number of vectors will be near to the chosen hyperplane, then the possibility of the hypersphere centered at the input vector crossing over this hyperplane is reduced. As a result, failure in best codeword searching becomes to be less. Now we depict the proposed algorithm that uses the hyperplane G to separate the training vectors and the codebook. The proposed algorithm divides the training vectors into two subgroups Gw and Tup, which contain the vectors that satisfy (15) and (16), respectively. Also it divides the codebook into two subcodebooks fiw and U , by the same equations. The training vectors in the sub-group qW will be searched in the sub-codebook Y b , and the training vectors in the sub-group T, will be searched in the sub-codebook U , . Hence, the proposedalgorithm can reduce the search area and speed up the search process. The application of the proposed algorithm to Cardinal method may be easily understood with the geometrical interpretation for 3-dimensional case in Fig. 4 . This figure is the extension of 2-dimensional case in Fig. 2 and includes the proposed hyperplane G . The hyperplane G divides the signal space into two halfspaces, and each half-space has its own training vectors and codewords.
Actually, the time needed by the search in each half-space is related to the computation of J(x, y,) , the distortion associating with the best wdeword y, , so the choice of the first codeword to be tested is the very serious issue of the search process. We can use the following idea: &er applying the ftrst iteration of the algorithm, the training vectors will be clustered with the initial codebook. Then the improved codebook will be generated by calculating the centroid of the training vectors of each .cluster. How,ever, for a training vector x , if it is grouped to index i in the previous iteration, J ( x , y , ) will be a small value even if y, is a new codeword in the current iteration. At this stage, we should have a way to choose a better initial codeword y , . This method was experimented with success in [12] . 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments were carried on vectors taken from the USC grayscale image set. We used two images, Lena and Baboon with size 512x 512 and 256 gray levels. Each image is divided into proposed method applied to the double annulus method (AI) and Cardinal method (All). The PSNR of the proposed method (All) and its comparison to Cardinal method are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, for different codebook sizes, N , at various values of 1 = 0.5, 2, 4 and 8 with Lena image. We want to insist on the fact that the search based on our method in A I is strictly equivalent to All search. This means the outputs are exactly the same. The proposed method has almost the same performance of Cardinal method at higher codebook size. For example, the degradation of our method is only 0.073 dB more than Cardinal method at wdebook size 256 with 1 = 0.5, and this value decreases by increasing the codebook sue. There is small degradation for smaller codebook size, for example, our method has 0.141 dEl less than Cardinal method at codebook size 32 with 1 = 0.5. This is because the proposed method is not equivalent to 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a new algorithm of accelerating the codebook design for ECVQ. The proposed algorithm uses a hyperplane decision technique for separating the training vectors and the codebook into two groups, and employs searching in one group according to the vector feature. By applying this algorithm to double annulus method and Cardinal
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